The Wild
Adventures
of William Wills:
Death in the Desert
William Wills (1834 – 1861) was an explorer from Totnes, who helped to lead an expedition to
cross Australia with Robert O’Hara Burke. They aimed to cross the continent from Melbourne,
in the south, to the Gulf of Carpentaria, in the north - a distance of around 2,000 miles, and then
return south.
Wills’ job was as expedition surveyor and navigator. He was promoted to second-in-command
despite having little experience of living in the wild Australian bush.
Fifteen thousand people gathered to see them set out from Melbourne on August 20th, 1860.
In total there were nineteen men, twenty-three horses, twenty-six camels (that had been specially
brought over from India) and six wagons. They carried a huge amount of equipment, including
enough food to last two years, gallons of rum (apparently for the camels!), a sturdy oak camp
table with two chairs, rockets, flags and a Chinese gong! Altogether, the equipment weighed a
whopping twenty tonnes and slowed their progress down significantly.
The expedition managed to cross successfully from south to north and reached the Gulf of
Carpentaria on 9 February 1861. However, they encountered many difficulties on the return
journey and sadly, both Burke and Wills died from starvation and illness at Cooper Creek. Only
one member of the original crew who had made it all the way to the Gulf of Carpentaria and back
survived, as he was discovered by an Aboriginal tribe who took care of him.
Burke and Wills received state funerals and many monuments were erected to mark their
achievements. They were also commemorated in a set of coins and stamps to mark the 150th
anniversary of the expedition.
Although the journey had a tragic end, it was not in vain: many of the places they travelled
through (that had been previously unknown to westerners) were mapped and samples of plants
were collected, which added greatly to knowledge and understanding of the area.

William’s Project Ideas
Burke and Wills’ expedition was poorly planned and prepared – they were carrying too
much equipment (I wonder why they needed a chinese gong?!) and this slowed their
progress considerably. What would you take on a journey through the Australian desert?
Make a list and pack a bag with all the essential kit you might need.
The expeditions’ equipment apparently weighed around twenty tonnes – the same as three
elephants. What else in nature can you find that weighs the same amount? Roughly how
many grey kangaroos/crocodiles/people would that be?
Burke and Wills lacked the essential knowledge of how to survive in the bush – they were
forced to eat their camels, horses and even a black-headed python they’d managed to shoot.
The indigenous Aboriginal tribes knew how to find food in the desert – can you find out
about some of the edible plants, insects and other creatures they could’ve found? Write a
‘desert menu’, complete with starter, main course and desert dessert and give each dish a
delicious sounding name!
The expedition took twenty-six camels from India to help them cross the desert. Camels
are not native to Australia but are now found wild all over the country – many of them are
thought to be related to those from Burke and Will’s expedition, as some of them strayed
and were not re-captured.
Can you find out about any other animals that were ‘introduced’ to Australia and have now
become naturalised? What effect have they had on the habitats?
Find out about the incredible features of camels
that enable them to live in such extreme arid
(dry) environments.
Make a mini book about other desert animals
that have amazing adaptations.

Make a fact book all about deserts – where in the world are they found?
Which is the largest? Which one has the least rainfall?
According to Wills’ field notebooks, at Cooper’s Creek a plague of
rats forced them to move camp further downstream. A group of
rats can also be called a ‘mischief ’ which seems quite appropriate!
What amusing collective nouns for animals can you find?
Here at Paignton Zoo, we have many Australian animals including short-beaked echidna,
kangaroos, bearded dragons, emus, budgies, Bourke’s parrot, bush thick-knee and saltwater
crocodile. What animals might Wills and Burke have come across on their journey?
Kangaroos would have been commonly seen by the explorers
– can you find out how far a kangaroo can jump? How far
can you jump? What does a kangaroo keep in its pouch?
Make a fact file about these awesome creatures.
The thorny devil is a crazy-looking spiky lizard that the
expedition may have come across. Find out about the
extraordinary way this creature has a drink!
The expedition was hampered when it reached the
saltmarshes and mangrove swamps in the Northern
Territories. This is perfect habitat for saltwater
crocodiles. Find out more about the world’s largest
living reptile and make a fact file about this
awesome predator.
Draw a picture of a mangrove swamp and find out
why this important habitat is under threat.
Animals are extremely important to traditional aboriginal culture. Find out about 		
aboriginal dreamtime stories and write one about your favourite Australian animal.

